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Communicating Causes, Risks, and Solutions in the Age of FM Data
Introduction
FM Performance means supporting explicit business goals to best effect. That is, planning and
meeting outcomes in customer, financial, compliance, safety, disaster readiness, and other
dynamic areas. How can this come about? Simply, making decisions based on factual evidence.
More and more, evidence for deciding and planning includes information derived from data,
often in composite form. Some data products are forward-looking by design, using interim
results or indicators. Others, such as reports of results obtained already, look back. Either way,
where and how does data driven decision making fit in with retaining speed, economy, clarity,
and confidence in solving problems, mitigating risks, acting on opportunities and making plans?
The figure hints at the situation. What to DO with all this information?

Figure 1 by Lucas Lenzi on Unsplash

A schema that can accommodate all data large and small, unrefined or processed, for use as
evidence in FM decision making is the purpose of this article. The method to be introduced
takes in background knowledge, opinion, and subjective experience to inform decision making.
The technology is Excel, unrefined, easily used in company with stick-on notes or a whiteboard
when desired. The methods accommodate results – data - of any size, description, and reason
to exist. The key throughout is applying cause and effect.

Why Problems Arise, What Data Driven Management Can Do
Something MIGHT go wrong
Something DID go wrong
Something COULD go better
In the time that it takes for a cup of coffee, an FM can complete an informal facilities SWOT
(summary of Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities Threats.) SWOT shows areas where
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successful decisions and follow-through could best serve the demand organization1, optimizing
the contributions of facilities to business performance.
Time and resources pare the choices. Most involve costs and risks. The FM job is to control the
first, mitigate the second, and improve results and outcomes. How? Basic cause and effect,
confirmed by evidence; with choices of solutions affirmed by knowledge and competence, are
key. Data driven management adds to evidence and may enhance the choices for solutions, but
the essentials are unchanged from working with factual information in any form.
Communicating evidence-based problem solving as the preferred approach is a principal
challenge. The figure suggests the circumstances: potential hazards on both sides, and limited
view ahead.

Figure 2 Unsplash

Analyzing and communicating hazards, mishaps, and their possibilities - Follow a Path
In FM, a short way ahead can be out of sight, with possible sources of difficulty and setback on
both sides. What are the risks? What can you find out? What actions are due?
Something MIGHT go wrong
Something DID go wrong
Something COULD go better
The Swiss Cheese Model2
Something might go wrong - Why do we think so? Problems occur when conditions align, as
4A< When holes line up, hazards
become problems or mishaps.
ThinkReliability.com

3B To stop hazard, add
slices and/or realign>
https://anyaperry.com/nutriti
on/dairy-intolerance-goodbad-ugly/
1

“Demand organization”, the business entity making use of FM services. (ISO 41001:2018(E)
Illustration courtesy of Think Reliability, ThinkReliability.com, Houston, TX, USA. The Swiss Cheese model arose
from the work of James Reason and others in the late 1980s and is now widely seen in healthcare.
2
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holes overlapping in swiss cheese when stacked in a particular way. The swiss cheese model has
intuitive and visual properties for strong hazard communication.
Limitations: the model does not discern where hazards come from or their root structures and
upstream solution opportunities. It is not explicit about business goals affected, an essential for
management decision making about what to fund and results to expect.
The Root Cause(s) Model
Something did go wrong - One or more business goals were affected, for example customers,
compliance, and environmental sustainability due to accidental release of contaminants into
the environment. The method begins from a business goal and asks ‘why’ questions in reverse
logical sequence, cataloging the evidence for causes of their effects. Causes and effects can
start out in a straight line of why questions, as shown in the first figure. A branching root
structure usually emerges (following figure, a road mishap) when causes act together.

5Work back from the goal affected, asking why.
Each cause also becomes an effect as you proceed
to the right, asking why.
TinkReliability.com

Cause Map (What DID happen?)

6Asking why often determines that two or more causes

must have occurred together to allow the mishap. Control
either one to solve the problem using solutions best fitted
to circumstances and cultural preferences. Note, “Cause
Map” is a copyright term of Think Reliability.

ThinkReliability.com

Illustration courtesy of Think Reliability, ThinkReliability.com, Houston, TX, USA
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Root cause analysis affords choices among solutions. Solutions can be selected for their
prospective reliability and fit with circumstances and in accord with organizational policy. The
model communicates well. It forms a diagram of effects, evidence, and solutions, supported by
records, references, and work process documentation. An Excel template can be downloaded
without obligation from Think Reliability. The first figure shows the basic cause mapping unit.
These would be linked in sequence, so that every effect is then itself a cause for the next, all the
way to a specific business goal. Root cause analysis might begin with five why questions, say,
then proceed until a sufficient causes and effect structure is in view to gather evidence and
select solutions.

7A The root cause unit
ThinkReliability.com

The next figure emphasizes that evidence may be rich, varied, but not always valid or useful. (In
a practical case, only one or a few of the types shown might be represented.) Not all evidence
will give rise to prospective solutions after vetting. All evidence remains in the cause map
record though, crediting the people who brought it to light and standing as a possible factor
should the problem recur.

8B Root cause
detail, suggesting
evidence to drive
possible solutions

Possible
Solution:

ThinkReliability.com

Evidence:

Possible
Solution(s) from
participants

Cause

Effect

Evidence to gather
and evaluate.

Incident and
operations reports

Saw it on the
Internet

Knowledge & experience
Culture &
opinion

IoT

Analytics

System and process
documentation

Limitations: Root cause analysis and solutions treat single events in the past. With the mishap
understood, FM puts in place measures to reduce chances of the same thing recurring. The
knowledge gained case by case extends narrowly to process changes in the form of plan-docheck-act and repeat.
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This is not as limiting as it may sound. Root cause analyses from individual events may be
combined into a cumulative map, visible together as a record of mishaps against a business
goal, showing how each was treated (solutions), and whether the solutions mitigated risks and
improved performance.
Something could go better - From a perspective of continuous improvement, root cause
analysis does not speak to processes that work without problems, though could possibly do
better. Process design, measurement, and corrections can bring problem free operation,
notably for key processes. The selection, design, and use of Key Process Indicators – KPIs – to
improve processes is outside or the scope of this paper. One author (Reynolds) recommends
the publications and methods of Stacey Barr.
Failure Modes and Effects Analysis (FMEA) –
FMEA looks ahead, analyzing hazards and their occurrence and as risks to mitigate. In assessing
risks, it combines user assigned scores for severity and likelihood to compare risk amounts,
including the probability that a hazard will be detected in time to prevent damage. All three
items in the left-hand section, headed FMEA Information, may be improved by operations data
analysis, although historically they have been subjective, non-parametric information.
Nonetheless, Severity, Occurrence, and Detectability are graded from one to ten, multiplied
together to form a numeric score of 100 or less, called RPM (Risk Probability Number.)
By including possible causes and failure modes, FMEA recalls the chains and networks of cause
and effect as found in RCA. Finally – and uniquely – FMEA adds planned actions in each case to
take in order to prevent the problem shown and eventually to record the results obtained. A
large benefit of FMEA is capacity to acquire and include multiple RCA findings together,
overcoming the limitation of one problem at a time and building a body of systematic
knowledge already vetted by use of factual evidence and judicious selection of solutions in RCA.
Limitations: The FMEA formal table is dense and technical. Its formulation of solutions as
actions and their results is not so simple or graphical as diagramming cause and effect with
evidence and solutions, as in RCA.

Figure 9 FMEA, with notations in BLUE corresponding to the familiar PLAN, DO, CHECK, ACT of FM processes.
ThinkReliability.com
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Conclusion
Data driven FM and its usefulness in decision making to solve problems and mitigate risks is not
a revolution so much as a progressive refinement, using more evidence to guide solutions, just
as when using subjective assessment. In fact, evidence derived from data is and subjective
evidence can be most helpful when together. Each enhances the other in methods such as root
cause analysis and FMEA, which are firmly founded in cause and effect.
Communicating the use of data as evidence against hazards by seeing mishaps as coincidence
(Swiss Cheese Model), analyzing and solving problems occurring in operation of work processes
(Root Cause Analysis) and looking ahead for failures and formulating countermeasures (FMEA)
all accommodate data as evidence and benefit from its use.

